New type of mutations in three spanish families with choroideremia.
Choroideremia (CHM) is an X-linked ophthalmic disease. The gene associated with CHM (REP-1) encodes a ubiquitously expressed protein that is indispensable for the posttranslational activation of retina-specific Rab protein. Different mutations, including large genomic rearrangements involving the REP-1 gene, are responsible for CHM, but they all cause the protein to be truncated or absent. The authors screened 20 Spanish families with clinical diagnoses of CHM to determine the molecular cause of the disease. First, the authors performed haplotype analyses to determine whether the disease is linked to the REP-1 gene. In families in whom the disease segregated with the CHM locus (n = 14), mutational screening of the REP-1 gene was performed. In 13 of the 14 families in which the phenotype segregated with the CHM locus, the authors identified the mutation associated with the disease. Eight different molecular defects that led to truncation and one that led to complete absence of the REP-1 protein were found in nine families and one family, respectively. Furthermore, the authors identified a novel type of mutation in the REP-1 gene in three families. This novel type of mutation did not result in a truncated or absent protein. Rather, these patients lost different parts of the REP-1 mRNA in-frame that in all the cases encode a conserved protein domain implicated in the interaction with Rab proteins. Based on the different mutations found, the authors propose a four-step protocol for the molecular diagnosis of CHM.